1. Connect Wizard Blue & Brown as shown (reversed).
2. Ensure the control parameter "DE" LED is off for N.O. circuit.
3. If wiring the safety (SB) circuit N.C. ensure the control parameter "DE" LED is on. Terminate the ext. Wizard Blue to the int. Wizard Brown. Route the ext. Wizard Brown to the SB and the int. Wizard Blue to the common terminals.
4. If wiring the Wizard Brown & Blue (presence) as N.C. ensure to change the output configuration to value 1 (relay value 1).
5. Connect respective Wizard Green to switch not terminal strip.

If after troubleshooting a problem, a satisfactory solution cannot be achieved, please call B.E.A., Inc. for further assistance during Eastern standard time at 1-800-523-2462 from 8am - 5pm. For after-hours, call East Coast: 1-888-308-8843 / West Coast: 1-888-419-2564. Do not leave any problem unresolved. If you must wait for the following workday to call B.E.A., leave the door inoperable until satisfactory repairs can be made. Never sacrifice the safe operation of the automatic door or gate for an incomplete solution. Web: www.beasensors.com